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WAP RACKWAY - VERTICAL
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NOTE:

1. IF CEILING LINE IS 6.6" OR LESS, THEN MOUNT 2444

2. IF CEILING LINE IS GREATER THAN 6.6", THEN MOUNT 2444

3. FOR 2400 SERIES SURFACE MOUNTED METAL RACKWAY

4. INSTALL DATA/VOICE CABLES IN 1/3 PORTION OF RACKWAY

5. IF PORTION WILL BE MOUNTED ON THE LEFT SIDE

CENTERED AT 8.11" AFF.

2444 DEVICE BOX OR FLUSH BOX (NEW CONSTRUCTION) CENTERED

10" BELOW CEILING LINE

ONE CAT 6 BLUE

DEVICE BOX 2444

INSTALLER CABLE NATIVITY PATCH

ONE CAT 6 BLUE

DEVIDED ENTRANCE END FITTING 2410

2400 SERIES SURFACE MOUNTED METAL RACKWAY

CEILING LINE

DEVIDED ENTRANCE END FITTING 2410

2400 SERIES SURFACE MOUNTED METAL RACKWAY

DEVIDED ENTRANCE END FITTING 2410